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A Year in the Student Life World!

Who would have thought a year could Verb by so quickly? It seems like just yesterday we were

gathering for last years end of the year retreat! How fast time has Verb - Past Participle , how much things

have changed and how far we have come! The year started off with a Noun , bringing students flooding

back to campus and overflowing our housing facilities! Wes, being the Adjective man that he is, handled

it all in stride! The first few weeks flew by and the conduct started Verb - Present Tense in. The ADJECTIVE

RHD's battled Adjective and are ADJECTIVEly grateful to Molly and Stephanie for the time they spent

doing assessments post conduct!

Events

Events

Events

In our personal lives it was a whirlwind of a year as well! We Proper Noun welcomed Alyssa, Courtney,

Ashley and Heater to Wartburg and our department! These Proper Noun never knew what they were

getting themselves into! Leah, Kristen and Wes all got hitched and the department Verb - Past Tense the

night



away on a few different occasions!

Another milestones in the department include Margaret becoming a doctor, John experiencing his first bomb

threat, Cassie unsuccessfully trying to run away from us, and Arlene signing off after 25 years of service to the

institution.

The time has come to bring another year to an end. We do so with some Noun and Noun .

Jean Buckingham;

Darla Hamann;

Molly Wertz;

Deb Loers;

Derek Gainsforth-

Elizabeth Goskesen-

Krystal Madlock;

Stephanie Newsom-
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